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4 Performance impact of zIIP over utilization 
 
Configurations where the number of zIIPs is insufficient to host all the zIIP eligible workload are 
unfortunately still quite common.  
When the system parameter IIPHONORPRIORITY is set to YES (default)1, the most evident 
consequence of zIIP being too busy is the overflow of zIIP eligible work to standard CPUs with a 
possible increase of hardware and software costs. 
 
However this is not the only consequence. 
The overflow is driven by the “zIIP needs help” mechanism which is not activated immediately as 
soon as a zIIP eligible piece of work is queued because all the zIIPs are busy but it has to wait the 
time specified in the ZIIPAWMT OPT parameter. 
By default, when HIPERDISPATCH=YES, a piece of work has to wait for up to 3.2 milliseconds 
before it may receive help from standard CPUs. 
 
The bottom line is that the unavailability of zIIPs not only increases CPU utilization but also 
introduces a performance penalty for zIIP eligible workloads. 
 
The table below shows the Performance Index (PI) of a WLM service class hosting the DBM1 
address space.  
The goal, 80% of execution velocity, is always missed as indicated by PI values higher than 1.  
A PI of 2,1 at 8 in the morning means that the DBM1 velocity was lower than 40%.  
 
As you can see the major delay reason is zIIP delay.  
 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
PI 4,0 1,4 9,2 1,8 1,5 2,6 11,7 1,6 2,1 1,5 1,4 1,7 1,4 1,6 1,3 1,3 1,2 1,3 1,2 1,8 13,3 1,6 1,3 3,1

CPU DELAY 2,6 0,4 10,3 1,4 0,9 1,8 11,4 2,7 3,9 3,4 2,9 3,8 3,9 4,4 3,1 3,0 2,9 4,2 4,1 5,7 39,8 2,4 1,9 1,3
DISK DELAY 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,2 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,1 0,2 0,1 0,2 0,1 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,2 0,9 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,2 0,1
zIIP DELAY 20,4 3,7 37,8 4,7 4,5 9,2 38,6 5,4 13,0 9,1 12,6 16,6 8,6 12,6 6,9 9,1 7,5 7,0 7,9 14,2 28,0 5,5 2,7 14,1  

Figure 10 
 
This customer is currently running DB2 V10.  
When they will upgrade to V11, if the zIIP capacity remains so inadequate, that performance 
penalty will be exacerbated because, as discussed in previous chapters, many more DBM1 activities 
will become zIIP eligible. 
 

                                                 
1 Setting IIPHONORPRIORITY to NO may degrade system and application performance so most sites use the default 
value. 
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Insufficient zIIP capacity in DB2 V11 will also delay MSTR log activity with direct and severe 
consequences on DB2 application performance. 

5 Evolution of MSTR functions 
 
Many functions have been extended and added to the MSTR AS in the recent DB2 versions. 
 
The first new important function, introduced with DB2 V9, is the System Monitor task; this task 
continuously checks the health of the system at one-minute intervals trying to address the following 
major issues: 

 CPU stalls in DB2 resulting in latch contention;   
 critical usage of DBM1 virtual storage below the 2GB bar. 

 
In the first case the DB2 System Monitor tries to clear the latch contention by temporarily increase 
the latch holder priority by invoking WLM services. 
In the second case the DSNV510I warning message is sent when thresholds2 are reached together 
with DSNV512I messages listing the agents that consume the largest amount of DBM1 storage  
below the bar. 
 
With DB2 V10 and V11, virtual storage constraints have practically eliminated by exploiting 64-bit 
virtual storage and allowing DB2 to use much more real storage to improve application 
performance. 
So IBM introduced other new functions in order to help customers monitor the real storage used by 
DB2 subsystems. IFCID225 was enhanced with many new fields providing information about real 
and auxiliary storage used to back DBM1 and DIST private areas, shared and common 64-bit 
objects. 
 
With DB2 V10 the amount of virtual storage that needs to be monitored is an order of magnitude 
higher than before so an increase of MSTR CPU usage can be considered normal.  
 
However by tracking MSTR CPU usage when migrating to DB2 V10 some customers discovered 
an unacceptable increase so they reported it to IBM that identified the bugs in the code and fixed 
them3. 
 
In the next figure you will find a comparison of MSTR CPU usage between V9 and V10 in a 
“normal” situation (with all the needed corrections applied).  
 
 
 
 

                                                 
2 Thresholds set at 88, 92, 96, and 98% of the available storage.  
3 Most relevant corrections: DB2 APAR (PM49816) and z/OS APAR (OA37821). 
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Figure 8 
 
As you can see the increase in the amount of CPU used by MSTR is pretty evident  
 
Probably the most important new function performed by MSTR in DB2 V10 and V11 is the 
interaction with the z/OS RSM (Real Storage Manager) to control and manage the DB2 real storage. 
 
Two new system configuration parameters are provided: 

 REALSTORAGE_MAX; this parameter sets the maximum of real and auxiliary storage (in 
GB) a DB2 subsystem can use; DB2 will terminate if this threshold is reached; new message 
DSNS003I will be written by MSTR when DB2 approaches the specified threshold; 

 REALSTORAGE_MANAGEMENT; this parameter will tell DB2 how to manage thread 
storage pages that are backed in real storage but not used anymore. 

 
DB2 thread storage is now allocated in a memory object in 64-bit shared storage. To give back real 
storage frames backing virtual pages inside a memory object the IARV64 DISCARDDATA service 
has to be used together with the optional KEEPREAL parameter.  
When DB2 uses DISCARDDATA with KEEPREAL(YES), the storage is only "virtually freed"; 
RSM flags the page as freed or unused, but the storage is still in real storage with the data and 
charged against DB2. 
When DB2 uses KEEPREAL(NO), RSM frees and reclaims the page immediately.  
 
Depending on the above parameters settings and on the system condition MSTR will enter 
“contraction mode”4 in order to free all unused storage that is associated with threads which have 
done a certain number of commits or have ended and issue appropriate DISCARDDATA requests 
 
IBM did many corrections in this area trying to find the best compromise between real storage 
usage and CPU overhead. 

                                                 
4 CONTSTOR has to be set to YES (default). 
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This is the situation after APAR PM995755: 

 if REALSTORAGE_MAX boundary is approaching or z/OS has notified DB2 (through 
ENF 55 signal) that there is a critical auxiliary shortage; MSTR issues DISCARDDATA 
requests with KEEPREAL=NO;  

 if REALSTORAGE_MANAGEMENT is set to OFF, MSTR will not issue 
DISCARDDATA requests; more real storage is used; 

 if REALSTORAGE_MANAGEMENT is set to AUTO (default) with no paging in the 
system, MSTR issues DISCARDDATA requests with KEEPREAL=YES to free storage at 
thread deallocation or after 120 commits; more CPU is used and charged to MSTR;   

 if REALSTORAGE_MANAGEMENT is set to AUTO (default) with paging or 
REALSTORAGE_MANAGEMENT is set to ON,  MSTR issues DISCARDDATA requests 
with KEEPREAL=YES to free storage at thread deallocation or after 30 commits; stack 
storage is also discarded; even more CPU is used and charged to MSTR. 

 

If you have XCF CRITICALPAGING enabled, you also need to apply z/OS RSM APAR OA44913 
or provide Flash Express to the LPAR to have the above described behaviour. 

Unfortunately even after all the fixes some of our customers complain about excessive real storage 
usage when REALSTORAGE_MANAGEMENT is set to OFF.  

Running with the AUTO default should be the best option but one of our customers, running DB2 
V11, had recently a very bad surprise.  

 
Figure 9 

 

As you can see in Figure 9, MSTR CPU usage, that was already pretty high above 500 MIPS, at a 
certain point increased up to 4 times. 

                                                 
5 This APAR is superseded by PTF UI17080 for DB2 10 and PTF UI17081 for DB2 11. 
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IBM opened a PMR and, as a workaround, suggested to set REALSTORAGE_MANAGEMENT to 
OFF. The MSTR CPU usage fell down and is now stable at about 200 MIPS. 

6 Conclusions 
 
DB2 evolution in the last years allowed more and more DBM1 activities to become zIIP eligible 
with positive effect on hardware and software costs. With DB2 V11 also MSTR logging activities 
are eligible to zIIP. 
 
The availability of enough zIIP capacity is not only a requirement to get these benefits but also an 
essential condition to avoid a performance degradation of DB2 applications. 
 
On the other hand the exploitation of 64 bit virtual storage and the availability of much bigger 
quantities of real storage increased the functions to be performed by the MSTR address space and 
consequently its CPU usage. 
 
All the above aspects have to be fully understood in order to be able to control and tune DB2 
subsystems and applications. 
 


